SHIPHERO SAAS

The Power of Reporting
With ShipHero
With data at your fingertips, ShipHero shipping
software puts the ability to plan and optimize
just a few clicks away.

REPORTING

At ShipHero, we’re pretty hard core about a few things. One,
superheroes are cool. Two, customer service should always
be exceptional. And three, giving customers the power to pull
their own data, chart their own path and find their own
strengths and weaknesses is the only way to operate.

Pick Your Planning Tool
ShipHero has robust reporting features that offer clients the chance to truly pull the data
important to them and their bottom line.
Standard reports included in ShipHero’s Shipping Software are:
• Shipments
• Picker/Packer Efficiency
• Live Shipping Board (Display on monitors in the
warehouse to encourage friendly competition)
• Cost of Goods

• Sales by SKU
• Shipped Items
• Inventory Value
• Inventory Replenishment
• Stale Inventory

Also, with ShipHero’s Open API, your IT team has the power to pull all of the data ShipHero’s
system generates for your business and manipulate it as you need. This data can be pulled as a
CSV so that it can be used across other programs within your organization.

Build Reports Especially
for Your Business
By choosing the most important data to
you and your teams from the dropdown
menus, you’ll have valuable information
right in front of you, whenever you need it.
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Custom Reporting One of ShipHero’s Superpowers
In spite of all the built-in reports available to ShipHero
clients, it’s possible that some clients might be looking for
reporting with more customization.

• Automation Rule Execution Report
A daily report showing which orders triggered
a specific automation rule.

ShipHero’s Client Support Managers can build and run
custom reports for clients on a regular basis, delivering
these reports directly to their inboxes. Reports like:

• Location Usage Report
A custom report showing when and where your current
items are and what space might be available.

This on demand reporting capability is an add-on that
comes with a nominal charge of $200/month for the first
report and an additional charge of $15/$30 per report for
each additional report, depending on complexity.

Custom reports are sent via email and exported as a CSV
so that it’s easy to extract and compare the data across
company goals.

Put the Power in
Your Hands Today
with ShipHero Reporting
Current ShipHero clients, please reach out to your CSM
for any questions regarding reporting capabilities. You
can also view reporting help desk articles in the
Knowledge Base HERE.
New to ShipHero? If you’re ready to see how ShipHero
can provide you with an end-to-end shipping and order
management solution, plus the reporting capabilities you
need to be successful, please reach out to one of our
software experts today.

Talk to a Software Expert
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